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Abstract
To harvest the generated power, the turbines of an offshore wind farm are
connected to an electrical transformer by cable routes. Typical cable layouts
use two cable types distinguished by price and capacity: High capacity is
expensive. This work presents a heuristic for computing near-optimal layouts
based on the Clarke and Wright savings heuristic for vehicle routing, and
the layouts it computes for two real-life offshore wind farms. The computed
layouts are 6% more expensive than the optimal layouts, and on average 5%
cheaper than the actually installed layouts.
Keywords: Offshore wind farm array cable layout, Intermodal transportation, Savings
heuristic
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Introduction

Offshore wind farms are rapidly gaining importance as power stations. The European
Wind Energy Association predicts installed capacity in Europe to rise from currently
about 4 GW to 150 GW by 2030 [4]. In order to harvest the generated power, all turbines
are connected by array cable to an (on- or offshore) electrical transformer. Subsea cable,
and its installation and maintenance, is very expensive. Therefore, minimizing the cost of
an offshore wind farm’s cable layout significantly reduces the cost of power production.
The array cable layout problem is defined as follows [5]: Given turbine and
transformer positions, and (typically two) cable types distinguished by cost and capacity
in number of turbines, find a set of cable routes minimizing the total cable cost, connecting
every turbine to a transformer, not exceeding cable capacity, and such that cables do not
cross each other.
If there is only one cable type available, then the problem amounts to the well-known
Open Vehicle Routing Problem (OVRP) [10] with unit demands and additional planarity
constraints. OVRP is NP-hard [9].
Typical cable layouts use two cable types, which are distinguished by capacity and
cost: The higher a cable’s capacity, the more expensive it is. Figure 1 shows the layouts
installed at Barrow [1] and Sheringham Shoal [2] offshore wind farms, which comprise
30 and 88 turbines, and one and two transformers, respectively. In both farms, two cable
types with capacities five (solid lines) and eight (dashed lines) are used.
The availability of several cable types allows for increasing a cable route’s capacity
at the turbines on a cable. Thus, finding the optimal cable layout is an intermodal
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Figure 1: Layouts of two Offshore Wind Farms
transportation problem as defined in [7]. Research on intermodal transportation has
mainly focused on freight transportation, and problem characteristics typically include
decisions on schedules and terminal types (for example, for storage and consolidation).
For offshore wind farms, decisions are restricted to identifying the cheapest cable layout.
For real-word offshore wind farms, optimal cable layouts can be found using
mathematical programming. However, the computation can take several minutes [5].
For finding the best positions for the turbines in an offshore wind farm, many positions
need to be computationally evaluated. For example, TopFarm, the to-date probably most
sophisticated tool for finding the best turbine positions, evaluates more than 1000 turbine
position configurations [11]. Therefore, fast heuristics computing near-optimal solutions
are of high interest.
In [5], the Clarke and Wright savings heuristic [6] for vehicle routing is adapted to the
POS1 heuristic for the array cable layout problem with only one cable type. It computes
layouts only 2.4% more expensive than the optimal layouts, in less than 0.06 seconds. In
the following, the POS1 heuristic is adapted to choice of two cable types.
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The Cable Choice Savings Heuristic

Given are two cable types (“cheap” and “expensive”) with capacities C0 < C1 and costs
c0i j < c1i j for every direct connection i − j between two objects (turbines or transformers)
i and j in an offshore wind farm.
The idea of the savings heuristics is to start with initial cable routes of the form
i − ti connecting every turbine i to the transformer ti nearest to i, and then iteratively
decrease the cost of the layout by merging two cables routes i1 − i2 − . . . − ih − tih and
j1 − j2 − . . . − jk − t jk into i1 − i2 − . . . − ih − j1 − j2 − . . . − jk − t jk , provided that the
resulting cable route is feasible, that is, h + k ≤ C1 , and the connection ih − j1 does not
cross any other connections of the incumbent layout. The saving sih , j1 achieved by this
merge is calculated as follows:
If h + k ≤ C0 , then the resulting cable route consists only of cheap connections, and
sih , j1 = c0ih ,ti − c0ih , j1 .
h

If h > C0 , then merging results in expensive connections on the cable segment
iC0 +1 − . . . − t jk . Since the cable segment iC0 +1 − . . . − tih already is expensive, as well

as, if k > C0 , the segment jC0 +1 − . . . − t jk , the saving in the case h > C0 is
min{C0 ,k}

sih , j1 = c1ih ,ti
h

− c1ih , j1 −

∑

c1j` , j`+1 − c0j` , j`+1

`=1

If h ≤ C0 and h + k > C0 , then merging results in a cable route with the h + k − C0
connections closest to t jk being expensive. They start at turbine j` with index ` =
k + 1 − (h + k −C0 ) = 1 +C0 − h. Accordingly, the saving in this case is
min{C0 ,k}

sih , j1 = c0ih ,ti
h

− c0ih , j1 −

∑0

c1j` , j`+1 − c0j` , j`+1

`=1+C −h

The heuristic iteratively executes the merge yielding the largest positive saving and a
feasible layout (without cable crossings and not exceeding the maximum cable capacity).
Finally, the local search heuristic RouteOpt [5] is applied to the cheap segments of the
layout output by the savings heuristic.
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Computational Results for Barrow and Sheringham Shoal

The two cables types installed at Barrow offshore wind farm have diameters 120mm and
e
1
300mm [1], which implies c0 = 80 e
m and c = 140 m [8]. The two cables types installed
at Sheringham Shoal offshore wind farm have diameters 185mm and 400mm [3], which
e
1
0
1
implies c0 = 110 e
m and c = 180 m [8]. For both offshore wind farms, C = 5 and C = 8.
The layouts computed by the cable choice savings heuristic are shown in Fig. 2. They
are 2% and 8% cheaper than the actually installed layouts at Barrow and Sheringham
Shoal, respectively. For both farms, they are 6% more expensive than the optimal layouts
computed in [5]. They are for comparison shown in Fig. 3.

(a) Barrow

(b) Sheringham Shoal

Figure 2: Layouts computed by the Savings Heuristic
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Conclusions

We have shown how the savings heuristic POS1 [5] can be adapted to finding near-optimal
layouts with two cable types.
We are currently developing methods for several extensions of finding the optimal
cable layout , including finding the optimal transformer positions, and, in cooperation
with major offshore wind farm developers, on more realistic layout models, for example
including power loss. For these extensions, we develop both exact and heuristic methods.

(a) Barrow

(b) Sheringham Shoal

Figure 3: Optimal Layouts
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